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ABSTRACT 

Upper and lower bounds on the widths for 

XJ + y ..P( 3095) can be estimated, assuming E 1 trans

' itions and approximate Russell-Saunders coupling for 

the cc system. Experimental widths for ..p{ 3684) + y xJ 

make the lower bound more restrictive, giving radiative 

widths of 160 + 240, 230 + 400, 280 + 480 keV for 3414, 

3508, 3552 MeV states, respectively. Cascade branching 

ratio data permit estimating the total widths to be 

> 1.6, 0~3-1.5, 0.6-4 MeV, respectively. 

In the spectroscopy of new particle states uncovered in + -e e 

annihilation it is now rather clearly established that the three 

states1 •2•3 generically labelled as X have ~C = o••, 1++, 2++ for the 

3414, 3508; and 3552 MeV states, respectiveiy. 4 The spin-parity val-

ues and ordering of these states are just what is expected of thetripJet 

p-states in any qq bound state model that parallels positronium. 5 •6 

The X states are formed by the radiative decay ..p( 3684) + y X· They 

are observed to decay into hadrons and also, for the J = 1 and J = 2 

( a."ld ma.rgi."lally for the J = 0) via the two-photon cascade, !Ji( 3684 ) 

+ Y1X + Y21/!(J095). 

the !Ji(J684)-> Y XJ 

Recently, brancrJUrrg ratios have been reported for 

transi t!.ans 7 •8 a.>d al~o proc!ucts of· brar.c.hing 
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ratios for the cascade transitions. 8 •9 •10 These are summarized inFig.l. 

The view that these states are describable to a good approx-

2 2 . 
imation by a nonrelativistic potential model, with v /c corrections, 

.receives increasing support from the data. 6 We adopt this picture here. 

In the Russell-Saunders iimi t ( ~, J z, L 
2 , fl. diagonal) the states 

have the designations shown in Fig. 1. The details of the binding po-

tential need not concern us, but we make the assumption from the outset 

tha\ tensor forces, relativistic effects, coupled channel effects, etc. 

are unimportant enough that they do not vitiate our use of. the second 

sum rule. 

The branching ratios shown in Fig. ~ for ljl( 3684) + y XJ can 

be converted into radiative widths using r t ·~ 228 kevil: I'( ..p' + y xJ) 

8 V f th. J -- o••,l++, and = 17.5 ± 6_keV, 20 ± 7 keV, and 1 ± 7 ke , or e 

++ . 12 2 states, respect~ vely. Values in the range from 10 to 30 keV 

emerge from.bound state models, provided the quark charges are 

eQ = ±2/3. 13• 6 Furthermore, with the experimentally favored J . assign

ments 1 the experiment~ prodUCtS f /( 2J + 1 )k3 = (10 ± 3) X 10-4
1 

( 13 ± 5) x 10-4, and (16 ± 6) x 10-4 GeV-2 , show constancy within errors. 

This indicates that the E 1 rate formula, 

(4/27)a e~( 2J +1 )k3 j (2pjr j2s > 1
2 

(1) 

is approximately valid, with a common matrix element for all three 

transitions. Though other multipoles are possible in principle for 

the J = 1, 2 states, we assume complete E 1 dominance for the 

transition rates of concern here. 14 

The widths for the radiative transitions XJ + Y 1jl( 3095) can 

be calculated L"l bound-state models, but cannot be compared with the 
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data on (BR)
2 

without knowledge of the total widths of the XJ states. 
. I 

We show here that, with E 1 dominance of the lJI + y XJ and XJ ... y 1J1 

transitions and the approximate validity of Russell-Saunders coupling, 

upper and lower limits can be set. on the widths for XJ + y !JI, limits 

that are stringent enough to provide estimates of the total widths of 

the XJ states. Given the experimental and theoreti.cal uncertainties, 

these latter quantities are rather rough, but they may well be the only 

semtexperimental estimates available for some time •. 

We use two dipole sum rules. The first is the welhknown 

Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule, 

3 (2) 

where ~ is the reduced mass of the two-particle system (1r = c = 1 · 

here). With the ground state $(3095) as the initial state, Eq. (2) 

permits an upper limit to be set on the E 1 widths of the transitions 

. XJ + Y lJI in the well-known way:15 

(3) 

With eQ = 2/3 and 2~ = me = 1.65 GeV, this gives the values shown 

in Table I. These Iipper bounds are of course dependent on our assuin

ptions about quark charges and masses. The charge choice of 2/3 

is strongly indicated by the semi-quantitative agreement of the radia-
I 

tive widths for 1jl + y XJ , alrea~v mentioned.-- a factor of 4 

smaller calculated rates seems unreasonable. The effective quark mass 

is perhaps less certain, but the remarkable. agreeoent of the calcuiations 
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16 ' 
of De R6.jula, Georgi and Glashow with the observed masses and mass 

splittings of the charmed baryons17 indicates that our choice cannot 

be appreciably wrong. 

A lower bound can be obtained by use of a dipole sum rule18 

I I 
that involves only the transitions n,R. + n ,R. = R. - 1. We apply it 

to the 2p + n s transitions shown in the bottom half of Fig .. 1. For 

these the sum rule reads 

~I wns,2p I (nslri2P)I
2 -1 (4) 

n 

The beauty of this sum rule is two-fold. The minus one on the right 

hand side shows that the downward 2p + ls transition (y
2 

in Fig. 1) 

dominates the sum since it is the only term with a negative energy 

difference. This means we can obtain a lower bound on the y
2 

rate. 
I 

FurtheriOOre; the 2p + 2s COntribution is known from 1jl + y XJ~ This 

will raise the lower bound significantly. Expressing the lower bound 

for the width of XJ + y lJI as much as possible in terms of experimental 

quantities, we write19 

( 5) 

Comparison with Eq. ( 3) shows that the first term is 1/3 of the 

upper bound. Note that the second term sets, within our assumptions, 

an "absolute" lower bound, independent of quark charges and masses. 

With the experimental widths for the upper transition we find the lower 

bounds and "absolute" lower bounds shown in Table I. These values have 

· experimental uncertairities of "-30%, at least for the nabsolute" l01Ver 

bound. 

I 
., 

I 
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Table I shows that the radiative widths for XJ + y 1jJ are 

rather closely delimited by.the upper and lower bounds of Eqs. (3) 

and (5). In particular, the experimental branching ratios7 •8 for 

1jJ 
1 

+ y XJ set relatively model,-independent "absolute" lower lill!its 

of the order of 100 keV for all three transitions. 

The branching ratios8 for the cascade transitions 1jJ
1 

+ y1xJ 

+ y
2

1jJ can be used, together with the bounds of Table I, to estimate the 

total widths of the XJ states. With o.os-, 0.09, and O.OS for the 

• I 7 g 12 
branching rat:Lons for 1jl + YlXJ ' ' for J = 0,1, 2, the X J +y21jl 

branching ratios are estimated to be 0.025 ± 0.025 (or 0.065 ± Q.0410 1 

0.27 ± 0.09, and 0.125 ± 0.075. The errors here are only the errors in 

the cascade (BR)2 values. There is an additional uncertainty of ~30% 

froo the branching ratios for the first,transition. A series of esti-

mates for bounds on the total widths of the XJ states are given in 

Table II. The "absolute" (A) lower bol.Ulds are computed by dividing the 

eQ = 0 bound from Table I by the 2 of the central value of the rad

iative b.ranching ratio and its estimated error. Similarly, an 

"absolute" upper bound uses the radiative upper bound from Table I 

and the difference of the central value and its associated error for 

the branching ratio. The plausible (P) upper and lower bounds come 

from the eQ = 2/3 columns in Table I, divided by the central values 

of the branching ratios. 

The estimates in Table II for total wid~~s a.re presently 

uncertain by ±50% or more because of experimental uncertainties in the 

. ·various branching ratios, apart from theoretical U.."lcertainties. Never

theless, they presumably provide at least order of magnitude estimates 

of the total widths of the XJ states. The relative values within 
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each column should be more reliable. 

Predictions
20

•
21

•6 from a SU(4) 8 SU(3) .color gluon gauge 

theory can be. compared with the .ranges in Table II. The annihilation 

rate for X + gluons and/or qq is supposed to represent the anni

hilation into :ordinary hadrons •. A typical rate is r( x
0 

+ gg) 

=·96a~IR
1

(0)i 211f with r(x2 + gg) = (4/15)r(Xa + gg). For the 

J = 1++ and 1+- states, the formula involves an additional factor 

of asR.n [4m2
/(4m2 

- Ivf)J and is less reliable. 21 These rates are 

proportional to the square of the radial derivative of the p-state wave 

fl.Ulction at the origin, a quantity that varies as the fifth power of 

the scale parameter of the bound state wave functions. Estimates range 
5t \221,- ···1 .. 2Q·· . 

from 0.04 GeV., V to 0.09 GeV · ·.._.-. A central value of 

0.06 GeV5 and a
6 

= 0.19 gives r(x
0 

+ gg) = 1.5 J,l.eV, r(x
2 

+ gg) 

:: 0.4 MeV, and less reliably, r(x + g(qq)) = O.lJ MeV. Including 
1 

the radiative decays, we estimate the "theoretical" total widths to 

·be ~1.5 MeV, ~.2 MeV, ~.45 MeV for J = 0,1,2. These correspond 

roughly to the "absolute" lower bol.Ulds of Table II (unless the. cascade 

branching ratio of ref. 10 is used). No very compelling conclusion 

follows from this comparison. Because of sensitivity to IR 'co) 12 

it may_be more reasonable to use the ranges in fable II to restrict 

the parameters in one 1 s model of charmonium. 

The upper and lower bounds in Table I are exact statements in 

the limit of E 1 transitions only and Russell-Saunders coupling with 

small splittings and no configuration II!ixing. The reality is .that 

the triplet-singlet splitting of the a-states is apparently large, 

the p-states are relatively widely split and their successive spacings. 

do not satisfy the Lande interval rule. To understand the p-state 
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splittings it is necessary to iriclude a tensor force contribution as 

well as .the spin-orbit coupling. 23 •6 There are, in addition, potential 

complications from relativistic effects and coupled channels above the 

charm threshold. For a relatively low-lying transition such as 

x + y 1jl, the mixing of d-states into the s- and f.,states into the 
J 

p- by the tensor force may not be a serious problem. Certainly we can 

say that the bounds in Table I are not strict bounds. We can only hope . 
that they provide reasonable limits on the expected radiative widths 

from which the rough ranges of Table II for total widths follow. 

As a final, very speculative, remark, we note .that there is a 

sum rule for E 1 transition probabili ties24 that reads 

(8) 

In some models of charmonium6•23 the expectation value on the right is 

( Jm2/2) times the singlet-triplet s-state mass splitting b.M due to c 

the Fermi interaction. We can thus get a lower bound on !JM from the 

2 
bo~mds on r ( xJ + y ljl) from Table I, namely, /JM > 3r( XJ + yljl )/4cxeQ 

::: 35-65 MeV. This suggests that the pseudoscalarpartrier (nc) of the 

1ji{J095) does not lie very close in mass to the 1jl. It may indeed be 

the .:x:( 2800 ) • 
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TABLE I. Upper and lower bounds on 

radiative widths for Xj + Y2$. , 

(Masses and photon energies in MeV, 

widths in keV. e9 = 0 column is sec

ond term only from Eq. (5)). 

Upper Lower bounds 
M ..!J... k2 ~ eg=2/J · eg=O 

3414 260 304 240 160 80 

3508 172 389 400 230 100 

3552 130 428 480 280 120 
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TABLE II. Estimated upper and lower 

bounds on the total widths of the 

XJ states. (All masses and widths 

are in MeV. The estimates in paren-

theses· for J = 0 are based on the 

2 (B.R.) ofref.lO. A 

lute", p plausible. ) 

Lower Bounds 
J M A p -·-
0 3414 1.6 6.4 

(0.8) (2.5) 

1 3508 0.3 0.9 

2 3552 0.6 2.2 

means "abso-

U~per B~uncil 

9.6 00 

(3.7) (9.6) 

1.5 2.2 

J.8 9.6 
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Figure ·caption 

Fig. 1. ( Top ) - Observed radiative transitions through the x states ; 

For the first transitions ·the numbers are branching ratios (ref. 7; 

for the J = 0 final state the second number is from ref. 8). For tre 

second step the numbers are the products of the branching ratios (ref. 

·•: 8, 10). (Bottom) Schematic diagram showing the transitions involved 

'.<"'I .. ,) . 

{j . 

. ··.~..,. 

0 

in the second sum rule, used to set lower limits on the radiativewidths. 
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